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此，我们认为高阶矩的 CAPM 模型比均值―方差 CAPM 模型更适合我国的金融

















































While the mean-variance CAPM is simple, it is one of the most important 
financial theories. However a large number of empirical studies find mean-variance 
CAPM is highly misleading when applied to explain cross-sectional returns of assets. 
The financial asset return distributions are often asymmetric and fat-tailed, generally 
speaking, non-normal. If we use mean-variance CAPM to price and allocate these 
assets, it will lead serious errors, since systematic risk in mean-variance CAPM is 
only second-moment risk and higher-moment risks are ignored.  Three classical 
mean-variance fund performance measures only consider second-moment volatility 
risk and ignore higher-moment risks that may make portfolio of mutual funds load 
higher-moment risks. 
 The thesis analyzes the actions of skewness and kurtosis on Chinese asset pric-
ing and portfolio allocation, and through adding zero-cost negative co-skewness 
portfolio and zero-cost positive co-kurtosis portfolio as the resources of 
higher-moment risks into traditional CAPM, the paper reinterprets Chinese mutual 
funds’ risk-return trade-off. We find higher-moment CAPMs with systematic 
co-skewness and systematic co-kurtosis explain the asset risk-return trade-off and 
mostly Chinese mutual funds load negative coskewness. So we conclude that 
higher-moment CAPMs are more suitable for Chinese financial market. Among 
Chinese mutual fund performance measures, performance measures based on 
higher-moments are more suitable than those based on traditional CAPM. 
The thesis includes seven sections.  Section 1 is the brief introduction of the 
research. In Section 2, we review the theoretical and empirical developments about 
higher-moment CAPMs. In Section 3, we describe and complement the theory of 
higher-moment CAPMs. 
The empirical analysis of higher-moment CAPM includes three parts to 
investigate the effects of higher moments on Chinese financial assets. In section 4, we 














three-moment optimization strategy and the four-moment optimization strategy. The 
results show that the three-moment optimization strategy and the four-moment 
optimization strategy may provide more better approximation of the expected utility 
than classical CAPM optimization strategy. In Section 5, we firstly use GMM to 
assess the incremental value of systematic risks, such as co-skewness and co-kurtosis. 
The empirical results indicate that nonlinear pricing kernels are able to significantly 
improve upon linear single factor kernel. Then different order-moment CAPMs were 
tested in uncondition and in up-market condition. In Section 6, we follow the 
methodology of Harvey-Siddique to construct Harvey-Siddique alpha of the zero-cost 
negative co-skewness and positive co-kurtosis portfolio. The main conclusions from 
these results are that most Chinese mutual funds load negative coskewness and 
performance measures based on higher-moments are more suitable than those based 
on traditional CAPM. 
In Section 7, we provide concluding remarks. The results show that 
higher-moment CAPMs are significant in modeling capital asset pricing models of 
Chinese financial market. 
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